Your bed has been checked for bed bugs

We apologize if your bed is not just as you left it. We have just inspected your bed as part of a project to help this shelter better detect and prevent bed bugs. Your room is part of this study and may periodically be inspected over the next months for these tiny insects. As part of the study we have left behind some traps designed to catch and hold bed bugs for later counting.

- Please do not move or disturb these traps. If they must be moved during changing of sheets or cleaning, please place them back in a similar location.
- Please do not remove bed bugs from the traps. We are counting all bed bugs in traps to determine the most effective methods for detecting bed bugs, before they bite you.
- There are no insecticides in these traps. White powder in some traps is non-toxic. Please do not damage or spray around the traps.

Thank you for your cooperation. Please let your director or facility manager know if you have any questions about this project.